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Number 902 “Measure twice, cut five times, curse profusely, punch a wall, give up, call a professional.”
-NOTICEStanding in line at the
clothing store's counter, I
watched as the woman
ahead of me handed the
clerk her credit card. The
customer waited for a
long time while the
saleswoman went to verify
the account.
When she finally returned,
the clerk said, "I'm sorry,
but this card is in your
husband's name, and we
can't accept it because the
records show that he is
deceased."
With that, the woman
turned to her husband,
who was standing next to
her and asked, "Does this
mean I don't have to fix
lunch for you today?"

The week we got our
puppy, I caught a
stomach bug and stayed
home from work one day.
That afternoon, my wife
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asked.
"Actually, yes," the expert
responded. "It used to
take her twenty minutes
to get breakfast ready.
Now
I
do
it
in
seven."
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called to check up on me.
"I’m okay," I said. "But
guess who pooped in the
dining room?"
My wife’s
"Who?"

response,

The efficiency expert
concluded his lecture with
a note of caution, "You do
not want to try these
techniques at home!"
"Why not?" asked a man
from the audience.
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"After years of not paying
attention, I suddenly
noticed my wife's routine
at breakfast," the expert
explained. "She made lots
of trips to the refrigerator,
stove, table and cabinets;
often she carried just a
single item at a time. So I
asked her, 'Hon, why don't
you try carrying several
things at once? It'd be
much more efficient.'"
"Well,
did
your
suggestions save much
time?" the attendee
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discussing how they were
going to go out and satisfy
their appetites.
"I think we need to be a
little more authoritative
and menacing," Zac said.
"These potential victims
seem to be taking us for
granted."
"I don't know about that,"
replied Hal. "I think a
subdued, common sense
approach is the better way
to go. That way they're
more likely to let their
guard down."
"I've listened to you take
the polite approach when
you get the urge to munch
on
gray
matter,"
countered Zac. "I don't
think that gets the job
done."
"How so?"
"Well, for one thing, you
DON'T ask your victim,
'Can I pick your brain?'"

